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ABSTRACT 
Several “distances” between the spectra of two matrices are discussed and 
compared. Optimal bounds are given, which enable us to reduce certain bounds on 
the eigenvalue variation of matrices by a factor of about two. The results of Bhatia and 
Mukherjea and of Bhatia and Friedland on the eigenvalue variation are derived in an 
elementary way using results of Henrici on the spectral variation. 
INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that the eigenvalues of an n X n matrix A depend 
continuously on the elements of A. In many applications, e.g. inverse eigen- 
value problems, more specific information is required. For the general case, 
quantitative results on the change of the spectrum have been obtained by 
Ostrowski [ll], by Henrici [8], and recently by Bhatia and Mukherjea [3] and 
by Bhatia and Friedland [5]. It is the aim of this paper to develop their 
results. 
The two main results are the following. 
In Theorem 1 we derive a comparison between two measures for the 
distance between the spectra of two matrices, which is sharp. It allows us to 
reduce the bounds on the eigenvalue variation of two matrices in the general 
case, which are mentioned above, by a factor of about 2. 
Then we give a new derivation and slight improvement of the results in 
[3] and [5], based on Hemici’s result in [8]. Indeed, they can be obtained by 
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elementary inequality manipulations with real functions. Together with the 
fact that Henrici’s bound is proved using simple norm estimates of the 
resolvent, this shows that a short and elementary derivation is possible, 
avoiding the use of the characteristic equation. 
1. NOTATION AND BASIC RESULTS 
FortwocomplexnXnmatricesAandBwithspectraa(A)={X,,...,h.} 
and a(B)={p,,..., p,}, where the eigenvalues are counted according to their 




the spectral variation of B with respect to A (see [7]); 
h~(R)=“~~~~s,((l-t)A+tB); (1.2) . . 
and 
u(A, B) = min max]Xipn(ij], (1.3) n i 
the eigenvalue variation of A and B. Here the minimum is taken over all 
permutations rf of { 1,2,. . . , n}. We shall use the Euclidean matrix norm 
IIAIIE= (z I~~x~~)~‘~ (1.4a) 
i,k 
and the spectral norm 
l~AIl,=p(AHA)‘? (1.4b) 
Here p(A) denotes the spectral radius of A. 
The main result connecting the different “distances” defined above is the 
following. 
THEOREM 1. For two compkx n X n matrices A, B, 
u(A, B)G(2n-l)h,(B) (1.5) 
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v(A, B) <a .max{h,(B), h,(A)), 
where 
12 if n is odd, 
a, = 
n-l if n is even. 
(1.6) 
(1.7) 
Moreover, the constants 2n - 1 and an cannot be improved. 
Proof. (1.5) may be proved adapting the argument used by Ostrowski in 
[ll, p, 276 ff.]. This adaptation is not new: see the remarks in [8, 4.4, p. 351 
and the remark referred to in that remark. For completeness let us indicate 
this proof. 
We may interpret h,(B) geometrically by saying that the spectra of 
(1 - t)A + tB, t E [0, 11, are contained in 
KA= LJ C(Ai>hA(B)), 
i=l 
where C(X;T)={ZEC: jz-Xl~r}. As the eigenvalues of (1 - t)A + tB 
depend continuously on t, each connected component of I(, contains as 
many eigenvalues of A as eigenvalues of B. Matching eigenvalues in the same 
connected component yields (1.5). 
Turning to the proof of (1.6), denote max(h,( B), h,(A)) by S. We may 
interpret this geometrically by saying that the spectra of (1 - t)A + tB are 
contained in 
K,= LJ C(hi,6) and K,c U C(pi,S). 
As shown above, each connected component of K, and of K, contains as 
many eigenvalues of A as of B. In [7] the following theorem is proved by 
graph-theoretical means, using Hall’s theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Let h,...A,, pl,...,p,, be 2n points in the complex plane, 
such that each connected component of lJI’ ,C( Xi, 1) containing p circles 
contains exactly p of the numbers pl.. . p,, and each connected component of 
UC( pi, 1) containing p circles contains exactly p of the numbers h 1, . . . , A,,. 
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lhi -Pn(i)l Gall* (1.8) 
Applying this result establishes (1.6). 
We finally show that the bounds given in (1.5) and (1.6) are sharp. For 
(1.5) consider the example 
A = diag(0,2,4 ,..., 2n-2) and B=(2n_l)diag(l,..., 1). 
Then h,(B)=1 andu(A,B)=2n-1. 
For (1.6) and n = 2k + 1 odd we consider 
A= diag 0 0,2,4 2k ,..., ,..., , 
k+l 
B=diag 1,3 ,..., 2k-1,2k+l,..., . 
I 
kfl 
Here h,(B) = hB( A) = 1 and U( A, B) = 2k + 1 = n. 
If n = 2k even, we take 
A=diag 0 ,..., 0,2,4 ,..., 2k . 
k 
B=diag 1,3 ,..., 2k-1,2k-t-l,..., 2kfl 
Jj 
k 
where h,(B) = h,(A) = 1 and u( A, B) = 2k - 1 = n - 1. n 
The importance of the bounds (1.5) and (1.6) lies in the fact that most of 
the bounds for S,(B) available in the literature are also bounds on h,(B) and 
on max( hA( B), hB( A)) [see (2.2), (2.4) (2.6)]. Hence they also give bounds on 
U( A, B) via (1.5) and (1.6). While those obtained by (1.5) are in the literature 
(see [3, 5, ll]), the bounds via (1.6) are apparently new and improve the 
known results by about a factor i. See also Remark 3 at the end of Section 4. 
It should be noted that (1.5) and (1.6) stay true if h,(B) is replaced by 
max{S,(C(t)), 0 G t G l}, where C( .) is a continuous map from [0, l] into the 
set of all complex n X n matrices such that C(0) = A and C(1) = B. 
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2. BOUNDS ON THE SPECTRAL VARIATION 
There are two ways for estimating the spectral variation of B with respect 
to A. The first and most employed uses the characteristic polynomials. If 
q(x) = det(xZ - A), x(x) = det(xZ - B), and M is a bound on the eigenvalues 
of B, then it is obvious that 
This approach is used by Ostrowski in [ll, Appendix K], who shows that 
S,(B)++2)M’-‘/“IllA-BIII, (2.2) 
where 
IIIAIII =; +jl. 
I.1 
(2.3) 





and by Bhatia and Friedland [5]: 
S*(B) =z (2%) l-l/nnl/“IIA-BII;/“, (2.6) 
where 
Mz=max(llN,,IIBII,). (2.7) 
All these bounds are also bounds on max(h*( B), hB(A)) and hence give 
bounds on v(A, B) via (1.6), which are better by a factor a,,/2n - 1% g than 
those given in the abovementioned literature. 
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The other way of estimating S,(B) was followed by Henrici in [7]. He uses 
norm estimates of the resolvent (A - PI)-’ and shows that 
S,(B)~S,(A,IIA-BII), (2.8) 
where j/ I/ is some matrix norm majorizing the spectral norm, A is the 
departure from normality of A with respect to the norm II I/, and S, is defined 
as follows: For x 2 0 define as g,(x) the unique nonnegative root of g + g2 
+ . . . +g”=r. Then 
y=% for r >O, 
for r=O. 
(2.9) 
It is worthwhile to notice that 
&,(A., r) = p(f@,u)), (2.10) 
where H( A, T) is the nonnegative (and for A, T > 0 also irreducible) n X n 
matrix 
i 
0 A 0’ 
H(A,+ “. ‘*. 
0 0 A’ 
(2.11) 
From both representations it is easy to derive: 
S,,( A, r ) is strictly monotone in A and r , (2.12) 
T -‘/“&(A, r) is strictly monotone in A and T. (2.13) 
3. GLOBAL BOUNDS FOR S,(B) BY HENRICI’S THEOREM 
The way used by Henrici is much simpler and in my opinion more 
adequate for bounding a geometrical magnitude like S,(B) than using the 
more algebraic concept of the characteristic polynomial. On the other hand 
the bound (2.8) involves the “local” magnitude A, which is not easily 
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available. We show subsequently that this difficulty can be overcome. By 
using simple inequality manipulations we shall derive from (2.8) global 
bounds on S,(B), which are slightly better than the bounds (2.4) and (2.6), 
and, by the way, show that (2.8) gives normally better bounds than (2.4) and 
(2.6). 
We start with a technical result: 
LEMMA. For given real r 2 0, S > 0 and positive integer n define 
y = (p-1 + an-z7 + . . . + +)l’“. (34 
Then y is the minimul number such that 
min(S,(rM, T),~M) < ~M~-~l/~rr/~ (3.2) 
for all M Z 0, r 2 0. 
Proof. Define, for fixed M > 0, r0 = S”My-“. Then we have the relation 
S,,( TM, rO) = yM’p’/“r,‘/” = 6~. (3.3) 
Here the second equality is a consequence of the definition of rO, while the 
first equality is equivalent to (3.1). From (2.13) and (3.3) we get immediately 
r G r0 =+ s(7M,r)~yM1-1/“r1’n~BM, 
r 2 r0 =+ s( TM, r) 3 yM1-‘/“rl/* 3 SM, 
and hence (3.2) for M > 0. For M = 0 (3.2) follows directly. (3.3) shows that y 
is optimal. n 
We apply this result in several situations. 
APPLICATION 1. The departure A from normality of A with respect to 
the spectral norm can be written as A = II T II %, where T is strictly upper 
triangular and A = UH(A + T)U, U unitary, A = diag(A,, . . . ,A,), is a Schur 
triangular form of A. Hence 





Hence by (2.12) and (2.8) 
S,(B)9S,(2M,,IIA-BII,). 
Together with the obvious inequality 
S,(B)G:(A,B)G~M,, 
we get, applying (3.2) with r = 6 = 2, yn = n2”-l, 
i.e. the Bhatia-Friedland bound (2.6). 
APPLICATION 2. Consider the Euclidean norm ]I ]I E. Ordering the eigen- 
values of A and B in the following way: 
and using the inequalities I: 1 A i ] 2 G Mi, Z ] pi I ’ B Mi [see (2.5)], we can easily 
prove by induction that \hi-~i]~(1+n-‘/2)ME for i=l,...,n and that 
hence 
S,(B)Gu(A,B)G(1+n-‘/2)ME (3.7) 
holds. For the I] I/ departure A from normality we have 
A=A,(A)= llTIl,~IlA+TII,=M,. 
Hence we infer from (2.8), (2.12), (3.2) with r = 1, S = l+ n-‘j2, y” =fi[(l 
+ n--1’2)n - 11, 
SA(B)~min(S,(M,,lIA-Bll~),(l+n-‘~2)ME) (3.8) 
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It is not difficult to show that for all n a 1 
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/q(1+n+2)“-11 <C(n) [see (2.5)] (3.10) 
and that for all n > 4 
fi(l+n-‘/2)R~C(n) 
holds. Hence the bounds (3.8) and (3.9) improve (2.4). 
(3.11) 
APPLICATION 3. By applying Theorem 1 to the results of Applications 1, 
2, global bounds for v(A, B) are obtained. They can be slightly improved by 
applying Theorem 1 first and then the lemma. We treat only the case of the 
spectral norm: 
As the right hand side of (3.4) or of (3.6) depends only on the bound of 
A,B and IIA-BII,, it is also a bound for max(h,(B),h,(A)). Hence by 
applying Theorem 1 directly we get 
u(A, B) =+z;n’/“(2M,)’ 





Now using (3.5) and the lemma, we get 
u(A,B)~a.min(S,(2M,,IIA--BII,),2/a,~,) 
~a,(2M,)1-““IIA-BII~‘“y,, 
y,=(l+a,‘$ ... +a;-“)l’n 
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This shows that (3.14) is slightly better than (3.12). A similar result is true for 
the Euclidean norm. 
4. FINAL REMARKS 
REMARK 1. The best bound on S,(B) which depends only on a common 




: llAll,~l, IIBll,al,A#B . (4.2) 
We have 
(4.3) 
where the lower bound follows from the example A = - B = Identity and the 
upper bound is just (2.6) = (3.6). This shows that the bound (2.6) cannot be 
too far from the optimal bound a,. No such statement can be made for the 
eigenvalue variation, but we suspect that the optimal bound 
is well beyond its upper bound ~,2i-~/“n’/” given by (3.12). 
REMARK 2. Let us call bounds on S,(B) local if they depend explicitly on 
A and on some norm of A - B. Examples are (2.8) and the Bauer-Fike bound 
PI 
S,(B)<lIA-BIIC(T). (4.4) 
Here, as in the sequel, II II denotes a monotone vector norm and its least 
upper bound matrix norm II A I/ = sup{ II Ax II : /Ix II =G l}; furthermore, A = 
Tdiag(h,)T-i and C(T)= IlTll llTP’ll. The best local bound is of course 
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given by h(A, II A - Z? II), where 
h(A,r)=sup{SA(B):I]A-B/IQ}. (4.5) 
Another problem related to this is the following. Given a number p and a 
vector x, ]I x II = 1, and r = Ax - pr, find bounds for min IX, - ~1 dependent 
on II r I] and on A. The best bound is g(A, I] T ]I), where g is given by 
g(A,r)=sup{min]Xi--]:gIb(A-PZ)sr} (4.6) 
and 
It is not difficult to prove that 
g(A, T> = h(A, 7). (4.7) 
In fact, if B is a matrix such that I] A - B I] < r and Z.L is an eigenvalue of B, 
then Qlb(A-pZ)<r. From this we get min(Xi-p]sg(A,r) and hence 
h(A,T)~g(A,7).IfontheotherhandpissuchthatgIb(A-~Z)~7,then 
there exists x such that II x (I = 1, II Ax - ZLX II = II r II c 7. Let y, x form a dual 
pair (see [q, p. 43]), i.e., yrx = 1 = (1 yT 1) D IJx 11, where II II n denotes the norm 
dual to II II. Then B=A-ryTsatisfies IIA-BII=llryTII=IlrllIIyTIID~~ 
and Bx = PLX. Hence min)p - Xi ( G h(A, r), which implies g(A, T) d h(A, 7). 
As a consequence of (4.7), if f(A, T) is a function such that S,(B) s 
f(A, II A - B II) for all B, then also for all p, x # 0 
min(X, -PI <f A, 
IlAx-pxll 
II x II 
and vice versa. In this sense the bound (2.8) is equivalent to the bound of 
Morrison [lo] (see also [6]), and the bound (4.4) is equivalent to the result 
minlh, -pLJ <C(T) “A~l~lp”” 
in [2]. 
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REMARK 3. We finally remark that Theorem 1 leads also to an improve- 
ment of Ostrowski’s theorem [ll, Appendix A] on the continuity of the roots 
of algebraic equations: 
Y = 2?>5( lU”ll’“, lb$/“) and E== ( i ,u,-h,:(u”’ y. 
v=l 
Then the roots x 1, . . . . x, off md Yl,..., y,, of g can be ordered so that for 
i=l,...,n, 
Iq- yi( GE. ( nn,l nOddF , neven. 
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